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Introduction 

Operational technology (OT) is the heartbeat of manufacturing, and it's becoming more advanced-and 
complex-every year. The Industrial Internet of Things (lloT) and Industry 4.0 ore driving digitization foster than 
ever before. Most plant environments hove become a highly interconnected environment of smart sensors, 
connected technologies, and data analytics. 

However, OT's digital transformation is incomplete. Many manufacturers still rely on spreadsheets and manual 
processes to manage their OT environment, and still may hove on incomplete picture of their OT systems. It's 
difficult to gain a full picture of operational technology-let alone efficiently secure, monitor, and manage it all. In 
on era of connected manufacturing, this approach just doesn't scale. 

One of the major consequences of this approach is that it introduces risk of unplanned downtime. As the 
OT environment becomes more digitally interconnected, so are the dependencies between devices. Entire 
operations could be halted due to a maintenance problem with one piece of machinery, putting production 
behind schedule. Without contextual visibility, one minor issue con present complications that quickly become 
very costly. In fact, just one hour of downtime for on automotive manufacturer con range in cost from $600,000 

to $700,000 per hour, according to a Harbor Research Study. 

This downtime risk is increasing as cyber criminals continue to target manufacturing. The number of reported 
ronsomware attacks on manufacturing entities more than tripled in 2020 compared to the previous year, 
according to a report on industrial cybersecurity . These attacks pressure the c-suite to ensure security from 
the bock office to the shop floor. 

As manufacturers build toward their digital, connected future, they must prepare to overcome the major 
challenges facing their OT environments, or risk experiencing greater incidents of unplanned downtime. 

https://hub.dragos.com/hubfs/Whitepaper-Downloads/Dragos_Manufacturing%20Threat%20Perspective_1120.pdf
https://harborresearch.com/
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https://events.servicenow.com/widget/servicenow/knowledge2021/library/session/1613775271518001pqwt#1617832336891001FXUZ



